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OKO 

"Oh its OKO!"

The Pan Asian OKO is the perfect place to sit indoors with the family or to

sit out in the open with beer buddies. Located in The Lalit Ashok, this 142

seater restaurant can accommodate patrons both indoors and outdoors.

The bar at OKO is located more towards the outdoor sitting area and

therefore most of the groups seated outside, frequent the bar more as

compared to the families seated inside. The Teppanyaki is the highlight of

OKO where you can see the chef preparing your course as you sit beside

the counter sipping a martini. Evenings are a big hit with couples as the

tables outside are lit with pretty candles and the lights are dimmed to a

bluish hue, lending a mesmerizing effect. OKO is definitely recommended!

 +91 80 3052 7777  www.thelalit.com/the-lalit-

ashok-

bangalore/restaurants

 blrdm@thelalit.com  Kumara Krupa Road, The

Lalit Ashok. Kumara Krupa

Highgrounds, Bengaluru
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Ginseng 

"Oriental & South East Asian Restaurant"

Recipient of awards for its scrumptious food, Ginseng is a popular

destination among Asian food lovers. It is located in the Royal Orchid

hotel in Bengaluru and boasts serving a wide array of cuisines like

Chinese, Japanese, Thai and Vietnamese. The atmosphere of the

restaurant is very calm and serene with a beautiful Buddha statue

welcoming you in. Like the traditional form of oriental decor, there are

golden undertones and the furniture is in dark wood & the paper

umbrellas have been used creatively as ceiling lights. Ginseng is a place to

discover for foodies and curious travelers.

 +91 80 4178 3000  www.royalorchidhotels.co

m/404.aspx

 rooms@royalorchidhotels.c

om

 1 Golf Avenue, Adjoining

KGA Golf Course, HAL Airport

Road, Bengaluru

 by Huahom   

Sake 

"Pan-Asian Indulgence"

Occupying the sprawling rooftop of the ritzy Zuri Hotel in Whitefield, Sake

is a snazzy Asian eatery welcoming diners from far and wide. The Pan-

Asian joint features a well-laid out Teppanyaki bar and a sushi kiosk.

Menu features an array of Chinese, Thai and Japanese specialties

prepared by its skilled chefs. An attached cigar lounge offers the idyllic

environment for those who wish to light up pre or post meal at Sake.

 +91 80 6665 7272  www.thezurihotels.com/h

otels-in-bengaluru/restaura

nts/sake/

 zuri.party@gmail.com  244 ITPL Main Road, The

Zuri Hotel, Bengaluru
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